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Abstract—This paper presents three energy-efficient methods
for searching and filtering streamed data on a fine-grained manycore processor array: parallel, serial, and all-in-one. All three
architectures aim to provide programmable flexibility with low
energy consumption. Experimental results show that for one
keyword search, the parallel and serial architectures consume
2× less energy per workload than the all-in-one architecture.
For two or more keyword searches, the all-in-one architecture
achieves up to 2.6× higher throughput per area over the parallel
architecture, and 25.6× over the serial architecture. Scaled results
show that the serial and parallel designs provide 211× increased
throughput per area, and yield 155× energy reduction when
compared to a traditional processor (Intel Core i7 3667U). The
proposed architectures are modular and easily scalable.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Exact match string searching matches one or more occurrences of a keyword within a set of input data, and is widely
used in many datacenter applications such as large string
databases [1], network intrusion detection systems [2], [3],
and search engines [4]. As demand for datacenter performance
continues to increase, energy consumption has gone up by
nearly 4× within the last decade [5]. Previous work in string
search has used Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) [6],
[7], traditional CPUs [1], and Graphics Processing Units
(GPU) [8], with throughput often the primary focus. FPGAs
and GPUs can provide high performance but typically have
high energy demands compared to traditional CPUs and finegrained many-core arrays [9]. Traditional CPUs and GPUs
offer ease of programming, while fine-grained many-core
processor arrays can compute complex workloads with high
performance and high energy efficiency while being smaller
than the aforementioned platforms [10]. String search may be
also be augmented to other applications such as sorting on the
same processor array [11], where the first phase would use
string search to filter out undesired data then sort the remaining
data.
II. S TRING S EARCH A RCHITECTURES
The primary component of the proposed string search is
the filter, whose main operation is to match a keyword to
input data. The core code is simple and easily replicated,
only requiring 52 assembly instructions. The pseudocode of
the basic filter algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The filter
starts by reading inputData into a buffer. Since a successful
search requires a match of all the characters in a keyword,

Algorithm 1 Filter
while true do
buffer ← inputData[0 : keywordLength − 1]
i←0
localM atch ← 0
while inputData 6= EOF and localM atch == 0 do
if buf f er[i] == keyword[i] then
if i == keywordLength then
localM atch ← 1
else
i++
end if
else
buffer << 1 char
buffer [0] ← inputData[0]
i←0
end if
end while
if f irstF ilter then
output ← localM atch
else
Wait for inM atch
output ← (inM atch and localM atch)
end if
end while

the minimum buffer size is equal to the keyword length.
The strings are scanned using the buffer rather than using
more computationally expensive schemes such as string Btree data structures or hash tables [12], [8]. Once filled, the
buffer entries are compared to individual characters of the
keyword. This process is repeated for as long as the following
conditions are true: 1) the number of matches is less than the
keyword length, 2) there is more input data to process. Since
partial matches are possibilities during mismatches, most of
the buffer entries must be preserved while replacing the earliest
entry with a new one. The output control block sends out a
“1 (True)” when the entire keyword matches, or “0 (False)”
when the input data terminates prior to a keyword match. A
natural requirement of the proposed string search is that the
entire set of strings (e.g. a document) must be preserved when
finding multiple keywords. The need to preserve the document
presents some challenges for small-memory processors if the
data is too large to fit in a processor’s local memory.
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Fig. 1. Serial architecture data flow highlighting the major control signals of
each filter and the on-chip memory. The architecture is pipelined with each
filter a processor running Algorithm 1.
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A. Serial Implementation
The serial implementation is a pipelined architecture with
additional memory external to the processor(s). In Fig. 1, each
filter is a processor running Algorithm 1. inputData streams
into both Filter 1 and Memory 1 in parallel. If Filter 1 outputs
a “True” Match, it is sending a “1” signal to both Memory 1
and Filter 2. Data streams from Memory 1 to Filter 2 and
Memory 2 in parallel after which Filter 2 starts processing
the next . Filter-memory pairs in the latter parts of the chain
conditionally run based on match results of previous filtermemory pairs. Filter N produces a “True” Merged Boolean
Match if all subsequent searches were a success. Due to the
sequential nature of the serial architecture, if less common or
rare keywords are programmed into earlier filters in the chain,
subsequent filters are less likely to run as frequently due to
the restrictions on the early filters.
B. Parallel Implementation
In Fig. 2, each filter is a processor running Algorithm 1
where InputData is streamed to all of them in parallel for
processing. Each Match output is boolean merged to Matches
of subsequent filters and Filter N produces a “True” Merged
Boolean Match if all subsequent searches are a success. Filters
shutdown either if they find a match and wait for other
processors, or if InputData is empty. The modularity of the
parallel architecture enables it to easily scale to larger search
queries.
C. All In One Implementation
The all-in-one (AIO) architecture combines multiple keyword search operations into the minimum required filter
typically one processor. The processor runs Algorithm 1 on
multiple keyword searches by using it’s data memory to
manage the keywords and internal Matches. When Match
is “True”, a flag corresponding to the matched keyword is
asserted thereby disabling future searches of the keyword.
When all keyword flags are asserted or when inputData is
empty AIO produces Merged Boolean Match. Multiple AIO
architectures working together allow for dense search queries.
III. DATA G ENERATION AND T EST CONDITIONS
The string search architecture performances are evaluated
using a list of keywords containing ~350,000 words that are

Fig. 2. Parallel architecture data flow highlighting the major control signals
of each filter. Each filter is a processor running Algorithm 1 directly on
inputData.
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Fig. 3. AIO architecture data flow with combined multiple keyword search
operations. The structure is a processor running Algorithm 1 on multiple
keywords.

randomly generated from the English dictionary. inputData
is generated in 8 KB sizes. For a set of keywords, a page
excluding these keywords is first generated. A real dictionary
is used instead of generating a page of random characters
because real words result in more realistic performance data
that closely matches real world workloads.
inputData for the architectures are generated using three
parameters. The first parameter is the number of keywords, and
it sets the amount of filters per keyword. The second parameter
is the keyword length which sets the size of a keyword at
one byte per character. The last parameter is the location of
a keyword in a data page. When a keyword is chosen, it is
assigned a random location on a page, favoring the middle of
the page. 1000 iterations are carried out to produce consistent
averaged results.
IV. A NALYSIS
A. Experimental Results
The serial, parallel and AIO architectures are simulated on a
simulator that uses measured values from the AsAP2 chip [9]
operating at a supply voltage of 1.3 V, with programmable
processors running at 1.2 GHz. Energy per workload for each
architecture is defined as the total energy consumed when
processing inputData divided by the total number of bytes
in inputData. Fig. 4 shows that for one keyword, the serial
and parallel implementations consume 2× less energy per
workload than the AIO implementation. For five keywords, the
AIO implementation consumes 1.5× less energy per workload
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Fig. 4. Energy per workload versus keyword length for different keywords.
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Fig. 6. Throughput comparison at each keyword length for different keywords.
See Fig. 4 for legend.
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Fig. 5. Energy per workload versus area per throughput for different
keywords. See Fig. 4 for legend.

over the serial and parallel implementations with majority
its energy consumption from branching overhead. The serial,
parallel, and AIO implementations consume 22.55 nJ/byte,
21.16 nJ/byte, and 15.06 nJ/byte, respectively, making the AIO
implementation the most energy efficient. The energy overhead
in the serial architecture comes from the energy required for
communication between its filters and the inclusion of the
memories.
For a given architecture, area per throughput is defined as
the area occupied by the programmable processors plus memory used divided by how quickly they processes inputData
in units of mm2 /(MWords/sec), where a word is 16 bits wide.
Fig. 5 plots the trade offs between energy per workload vs area
per throughput for each implementation. For one keyword, the
serial and parallel architectures consume approximately 2×
less energy per workload and 1.5× less area per throughput
than the AIO architecture. For three keywords, AIO occupies
approximately 2× and 7× less area per throughput than the
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Fig. 7. Throughput per area vs keyword length for different keywords. See
Fig. 4 for legend.

parallel and serial architectures respectively. In contrast, the
serial and parallel architectures consumes approximately 2.6×
less energy per workload than the AIO architecture, with
similar trends at five keywords.
Fig. 6 shows that for one keyword, the parallel and serial
architectures achieve 1.6× higher throughput than the AIO architecture. For five keywords, the parallel architecture is 5.8×
higher in throughput than the AIO architecture, and 5× over
serial. Longer keyword lengths require more processing, which
lead to an average throughput drop from 33 to 6 MWords/sec.
In Fig. 7, for one keyword, the parallel and serial architectures achieve up to 1.6× higher throughput per area than
the AIO architecture. For two or more keywords, the AIO
architecture achieves up to 2.6× throughput per area over the
parallel architecture, and 25.6× over the serial architecture.
Although the serial architecture is pipelined, there is still
memory read latency after a match result thereby reducing
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Table I
E NERGY PER WORKLOAD AND THROUGHPUT PER AREA FOR KEYWORD LENGTH OF 6. S CALED COLUMN VALUES ARE SCALED TO 22 NM [13].
Unscaled
Scaled
Unscaled
Scaled
Unscaled
Scaled
Throughput/Area
Throughput/Area
Throughput
Architecture Energy/Workload Energy/Workload Throughput
(nJ/byte)
(nJ/byte)
(MWords/sec) (MWords/sec) ((MWords/sec)/mm2 ) ((MWords/sec)/mm2 )
Intel Core-i7
77
77
408
408
13.8
13.8
3667U
Serial
2.8
0.50
14.1
55
83.0
2910
Parallel
2.8
0.50
14.1
55
83.0
2910
AIO
4.4
0.80
9.31
36
54.7
1920
Intel Core-i7
41
41
256
256
9.02
9.02
3667U
Serial
16
2.8
2.82
11
0.920
35.1
Parallel
15
2.6
14.0
54
10.3
362
AIO
14
2.4
3.00
12
17.7
621

the over data throughput of the serial architecture.
In the case of one keyword, the parallel and serial architectures have the exact same energy, throughput, and area because
the serial architecture only requires memory for more than one
keyword. The AIO architecture for the one keyword case still
has a complexity overhead and therefore consumes slightly
more energy with a slightly lower throughput.
B. Comparisons
As a reference point for how well the architectures perform, similar data inputs are processed in C++ on an Intel
Core i7 3667U processor (22 nm fabrication technology) for
comparison. The fabrication technology for the serial, parallel,
and AIO architectures are 65 nm. The results in Table I are for
6 char keyword lengths (6 bytes) showing both unscaled and
scaled results. In the scaled columns, the values are scaled
from 65 nm to the 22 nm node to match the many core
platform on which the workload was performed to the Intel
Core i7 [13]. Table I shows for one keyword that the serial
and parallel architectures provide 155× in energy savings, and
with a 211× increased throughput per area over the Intel Core
i7 3667U. For five keywords, the AIO architecture provides
17× in energy savings, and with 69× in increased throughput
per area over the Intel Core i7 3667U.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Three energy-efficient architectures are presented utilizing
a fine-grained many-core processor array for searching and
filtering streamed data. The serial architecture is suited for
small keyword searches while the parallel architecture is well
suited for larger keyword searches. The all-in-one architecture
combines filtering operations and ensures the smallest area
footprint. The designs achieve 211× increased throughput per
area, and yield 155× energy reduction when compared to a
traditional processor (Intel Core i7 3667U).
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